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Abstract
Carrier screening for the haemoglobinopathies has undergone many technological
improvements in haematological and molecular diagnostic techniques since the first
prenatal diagnoses by DNA analysis in the 1970s by Southern blot analysis enabled the
implementation of effective successful prevention programmes for beta thalassaemia
involving public education, carrier screening, genetic counselling and prenatal diagnosis in
Mediterranean countries. The application of a wide variety of PCR-based molecular
diagnostic techniques which allows the detection of the complete range of
haemoglobinopathy mutations has led to the establishment of comprehensive national
prevention programmes in many developing countries and also in countries such as those in
Northern Europe in which the prevalence and heterogeneity of the haemoglobinopathies
has been significantly increased by population immigration. Despite the great technological
advances in mutation detection, the screening of haemoglobinopathies still requires the
combined use of haematological and molecular techniques to arrive at an accurate diagnosis,
and requires specialist knowledge of genotype/phenotype relationships because of the
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multitude of complex phenotypes which result from interactions between genotypes and
co-inherited globin gene disorders relationships. The latest technological advances in
mutation analysis techniques and the application of some of these for the noninvasive
approach of analysis of fetal DNA in maternal blood are anticipated to improve
haemoglobinopathy prevention programmes in the future.
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Introduction
The haemoglobinopathies and globin gene disorders constitute the commonest recessive
monogenic disorders worldwide [1]. They are caused by more than 1700 different mutations
which either affect the synthesis of globin chains (the thalassaemias) or alter the structure and
properties of haemoglobin (haemoglobin variants or abnormal haemoglobins) [2]. They are mostly
autosomal recessive disorders and heterozygotes are symptom-free but present various
haematological characteristics which are used for their identification in carrier screening
programmes. The homozygous states and compound-heterozygous states result in four main
groups of clinically significant conditions, each with a variable degree of phenotypic severity: the
-thalassaemias, -thalassaemias, sickle cell syndromes, and Hb E syndromes [3].
Many patients with these conditions are born in developing and low-income countries where
they create an enormous health burden [4]. Therefore prevention of the homozygous states for thalassaemia and Hb S constitutes a major component of the management of these disorders in
many countries, involving carrier detection by haematology screening, molecular diagnostics,
genetic counseling, and prenatal diagnosis or preimplantation genetic diagnosis where applicable
[5]. In the future, the recent studies involving fetal DNA in maternal plasma and the application of
the latest sensitive technologies such as digital PCR and next generation sequencing may allow the
routine prenatal diagnosis of globin gene disorders that is noninvasive for the fetus.
The haemoglobinopathies are a heterogeneous group of disorders, because of the numerous
types of thalassaemia and abnormal haemoglobin genotypes which can interact when co-inherited,
creating a complex range of haematological phenotypes that are often difficult to interpret
accurately. Moreover, some phenotypes can arise from several different genotypes, such as
heterozygous alpha zero thalassaemia and homozygous alpha plus thalassaemia, and the
genotypes cannot be distinguished by simple haematological parameters. Finally, the
electrophoresis or chromatography techniques used to screen for abnormal haemoglobins only
provide a presumed diagnosis for the variant, and further test are required if a definitive diagnosis
is required. Thus in many cases of carrier screening, an accurate diagnosis requires expertise in the
interpretation of the haematological results and confirmation of the genotypes by DNA analysis or
mass spectrometry [6]. This review of carrier screening for the haemoglobinopathies includes a
discussion of the past techniques, the current techniques that are in widespread use, and finally
the latest developments that will inform the approaches to haematological and molecular carrier
screening and prenatal diagnosis in the future.
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Screening Programmes
Successful nationwide programmes for the carrier screening of -thalassaemia on a voluntary
basis have been established since the 1970s in several Mediterranean countries with a high
prevalence of homozygous beta thalassaemia, in particular in Cyprus [7] Sardinia [8] and Greece
[9]. Italy, Greece, and Cyprus aimed for premarital and preconception screening, ie prospective
screening and not antenatal. However, because of migration, the carrier rate of -thalassaemia is
increasing in countries that previously had a low prevalence of haemoglobinopathies, and national
voluntary programmes of carrier screening and prevention for thalassaemia and sickle cell disease
have now been successfully established in several European non-endemic countries such as the UK
[10]. Although guidelines and recommendations regarding the conduct of carrier screening
programmes have been developed by organisations such as the World Health Organisation [11,
12], reviews of those conducted around the world have shown that no one strategy has met the
needs of every country [13, 14]. However whatever the strategy, community awareness and public
education play a very important part of all prospective carrier screening programmes.
For most of these established programmes, the screening is prospective, ie when carriers are
identified before having an affected child. However screening may also be retrospective – that is,
when couples already have an affected child, as in the case of the Sardinia programme, in which
cascade screening (or extended family testing) was used to test relatives of identified carriers
and/or patients. This policy has led to the detection of 90% of expected at-risk couples through
tests on only 15% of the adult population [14].
Numerous prospective carrier screening programmes are now conducted around the world.
They can be divided into mandatory or voluntary programmes. Despite the WHO recommendation
that no compulsory genetic testing should be carried out, some countries, including Iran, Saudi
Arabia and Palestinian territories have laws in place making haemoglobinopathy screening
mandatory for all couples before having the approval to get married. In Cyprus, couples waiting to
get married are required by the church to be screened, counselled and have the laboratory result
report. The same mandatory rule is applied in Islamic countries like Iran and the UAE’s before legal
marriage. While in Cyprus there is no interference on partner choice, in Iran adapting partner
choice has been advised as a first option and PD with legal medical abortion as a second. In the
UAE’s adapting partner choice is the only advice provided. In other countries, including Sardinia,
Greece, and in England, haemoglobinopathy screening is offered on a voluntary basis.
Antenatal Screening
Community control of sickle cell anaemia and thalassaemia by antenatal screening and fetal
diagnosis requires establishment of programmes for public education and awareness, carrier
screening to identify couples at risk of having a child affected with a clinically significant
haemoglobinopathy, and genetic counselling in order to offer prenatal diagnosis or preimplantation genetic diagnosis. Comprehensive programmes have been established in many
countries, including Italy, Greece, Cyprus, UK, France, Turkey, Tunisia, Iran, Thailand, Australia,
Singapore, Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Cuba. In addition, partial programmes including antenatal
screening according to ethnic origin are available in several countries in Northern Europe
(Netherlands, Belgium, and Germany) and in many developing countries such as Iran, India, and
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Pakistan, where problems of low resources and religious dilemmas have had to be solved, a
prenatal diagnosis service has also been introduced [5].
There are two approaches to the delivery of a screening programme designed to detect carriers
of -thalassaemia, -thalassaemia and the clinically significant haemoglobin variants: 1) a primary
screen to determine red cell indices, followed by a secondary screen involving haemoglobin
analysis in subjects with reduced mean corpuscular volume (MCV) and/or mean corpuscular
haemoglobin (MCH), and subjects identified to be at high risk of carry such a clinically significant
variant by their ethnic origin; 2) a complete screening based on determining red cell indices,
haemoglobin pattern analysis and Hb A2 in all subjects from the outset. Once the wife is found to
be a carrier, her partner is then subjected to the same screening approach.
A primary screening approach works best in countries with low frequency and limited
heterogeneity of thalassaemia, while complete screening is best in populations where both α- and
β-thalassaemias are common, and where interaction of α- and β-thalassaemias could lead to
missed diagnoses due to the normalisation of red cell indices. The UK antenatal screening
programme combines both approaches, with a primary screening approach used for areas with a
low prevalence of Hb S and a complete screening approach for high prevalence areas (defined as
an area where the estimated fetal prevalence of sickle cell disease is 1.5 per 10,000 pregnancies or
greater), as detailed in the Programme’s laboratory handbook [15].
Neonatal Screening
Neonatal screening is relevant to areas where sickle cell disease is prevalent and where the atrisk couples are not detected by a population-based carrier screening programme.The early
detection of affected children with sickle cell anaemia enables timely interventions which reduce
the likelihood of life threatening complications such as pneumococcal infections. In addition,
neonatal screening provides invaluable epidemiological information regarding the frequency and
geographical distribution of homozygous sickle cell disease, sickle cell thalassaemia, Hb S/D, Hb
S/C disease and Hb S/O-Arab. Despite its usefulness, practical application is limited to few
countries which include the USA [16], Jamaica [17], Brazil [18], India [19] and some European
countries [20]. In many high prevalence areas, including Africa and South America, neonatal
screening is either targeted to high-risk groups, limited to just parts of a country, or is not
provided at all.
In the UK, neonatal screening is offered at 5-8 days of age as part of the newborn dried blood
spot screening programme for inherited metabolic disorders and cystic fibrosis. The programme is
designed to detect all the different forms of clinically important sickle cell disorders: Hb S/S, Hb
S/C, Hb S/D-Punjab, Hb S/O-Arab, Hb S/E, and Hb S/-thalassaemia [15].
Carrier Screening Diagnostics
The key haematological diagnostics for all screening algorithms consist of a full blood count, in
particular the determination of the MCV and MCH, the quantification of Hb A2 and Hb F, iron
status and screening for the presence or absence of abnormal haemoglobins [21]. Although some
other haematological parameters, such the presence of Hb H inclusions and the red cell
distribution width (RDW), have proved useful in haemoglobinopathy screening, they are not
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essential and have not been incorporated into the recommended carrier screening best practice
[6].
Many guidelines and diagnostic flow charts for the laboratory diagnosis of
haemoglobinopathies have been published. The British Committee for Standards in Haematology,
a subgroup of the British Society for Haematology, has published a series of guidelines over the
years for UK haematologists and laboratory scientists carrying out haemoglobinopathy screening
[22, 23], thalassaemia trait screening [24], foetal DNA analysis [25] and antenatal/newborn
screening [26]. The guidelines describe the requirements and approach to screening that are
considered practical for the UK population. Although populations have different prevalences of
haemoglobinopathies and therefore may require slightly different strategies for
haemoglobinopathy screening and the diagnosis of globin gene mutations [27], it has been
possible for experts in the field to agree and publish a set of best practice guidelines and an
overview of recommended strategies and methods for carrier detection and prenatal diagnosis [6].
There is an important and distinct difference between the algorithms used for carrier screening
and those for carrier diagnosis. National carrier screening programmes, such as the UK antenatal
screening programme, are not designed to detect all possible haemoglobinopathies in a carrier,
due to the costs and resources required in following up too many false negatives with partner
testing, and accordingly may have different cut off points to other published schemes. For
example, the cut off MCH value of 25pg In the UK diagnostic flow chart, lower than the cut off
value of 27pg in the flow chart depicted in Figure 1, is used to reduce the number of +thalassaemia investigations and secondly, individuals with a Hb A2 value between 3.0 and 3.5% are
considered normal in the UK carrier screening flow chart and are not followed up in order to
reduce the costs and workload of partner testing. Thus some antenatal patients with silent/normal
Hb A2 -thalassaemia trait or +-thalassaemia trait due to a severe type of non-deletion mutation
may not be detected by the UK haemoglobinoapthy screening programme flow chart.
A generally accepted flow chart algorithm that achieves an unequivocal carrier diagnosis using
the widely accepted screening strategies and cut-off points for the haematological parameters is
shown in Figure 1 [28]. The algorithm allows for the detection of carriers with normal Hb A2 thalassaemia trait, caused by mutations such as CAP+1 A>C (HBB:c.-50A>C) and IVS1-6 T>C
(HBB:c.92+6T>C) , for which some carriers have reduced red cell indices and a HbA 2 value between
3.0 and 3.5% [29] (which would be diagnosed as potential alpha thalassaemia trait in a screening
-thalassaemia mutations such as -101 C>T (HBB:c.-151C>T)
and +1480 C>G (HBB:c.*+6C>G) that have both normal red cell indices and a Hb A 2 value below 3.0
and 3.5%% [29], often investigated by DNA analysis in a diagnostic case because of a previous
diagnosis of a typical -thalassaemia trait partner or a relation with a mild unexplained thalassaemia intermedia phenotype. The algorithm also requires knowledge of other diagnostic
pitfalls, such as split HbA2 values due to the presence of a -globin chain variant (giving a
misdiagnosis of thalassaemia trait for a-thalassaemia carrier), the knowledge that some rare
-chain variants co-migrate with Hb A2, and if expressed at low amounts like Hb Fort Worth (4-5%)
it creates a false picture of a high Hb A2 value 6-9% (giving a misdiagnosis of -thalassaemia trait)
[29]. Similarly, Hb pattern analysis requires expertise and knowledge of potential pitfalls, such as
understanding that the co-inheritance of an chain variant and a -chain variant creates a new
hybrid variant with a different characteristic retention time and electrophoretic mobility to the
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parent abnormal haemoglobins, creating a complex and often confusing Hb pattern and making
diagnostic interpretation difficult [28].

Figure 1 A flowchart for haemoglobinopathy carrier diagnosis using recommended
best practice cut off values [6].
Abbreviations: MCV, mean corpuscular volume; MCH, mean cell haemoglobin; Hb,
haemoglobin; thal, thalassaemia; ZnPP, zinc protoporphyrin; HPFH, hereditary persistence of
fetal haemoglobin; PND, prenatal diagnosis.

Red Blood Cell Indices
The red blood cell indices are usually determined by automated electronic cell counters, with
the MCV and MCH being variably reduced in thalassaemia carriers. However the first method used
for the screening of thalassaemia was the osmotic fragility test, a fast and simple method which is
still used in some low resource countries to screen populations in a modernized form called the
Naked Eye Single Tube Redcell Osmotic Fragility Test (NESTROF) [29].
Hb Quantification
The most widely used methods for Hb A2 measurement are high-performance liquid
chromatography (HPLC), and less frequently, microchromatography using DEAE cellulose (DE-52).
However the newer approach of capillary electrophoresis (CE) is fast, accurate and is becoming
fashionable and well established. Both HPLC and CE accurately measure the Hb A 2 and Hb F
quantities in a similar manner. Isoelectic focusing has proved accurate but is time-consuming and
is rarely used nowadays. Another earlier approach, densitometry scanning after cellulose acetate
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electrophoresis has been proved unsatisfactory and is not recommended by best practice
guidelines [21]. Similarly, Hb F is usually measured by using HPLC or CE.
Hb Pattern Analysis
A number of methods are in still current use for separating abnormal haemoglobins from Hb A
and providing a presumptive diagnosis by its pattern position or elution time. The earliest
methods were gel electrophoresis using acid agarose or citrate agar gel and cellulose acetate
electrophoresis at PH 8.6. Although band resolution was poor in some cases, the migration
patterns are different for each type of electrophoresis permitting a large number of variants to be
differentiated. The more recent technique of isoelectric focussing has become widely used
because it offers much sharper resolution of the normal and variant Hb fractions. However the
majority of diagnostic laboratories use HPLC for both Hb quantitation and Hb variant screening
because the systems are automated, operation of the analysers is simple, and the retention times
for more than 300 rare alpha and beta chain variants have now been identified [30]. A relatively
new development for Hb pattern analysis, automated capillary zone electrophoresis (CE) is a
complementary screening technique to HPLC for the routine detection and measurement of
haemoglobins and variants [31]. The analyser is becoming popular because CE patterns are simple
and easy to read, because unlike HPLC, the method does not separate haemoglobin derivatives
such as glycated fractions. Essentially both HPLC and CE provide a presumptive Hb variant
diagnosis with few differences in practice. Another recent screening option is the development of
an automated capillary iso-electric focussing (cIEF) analyser for haemoglobins, which has been
shown to be useful for screening-thalassaemia and Hb E carriers in Southeast Asia [32].
-Thalassaemia: Molecular Diagnostic Techniques
The globin genes were the first genes to be mapped and sequenced in the 1970s by Southern
blotting and restriction enzyme mapping using purified cDNA probes reverse transcribed from
reticulocyte mRNA. That they were the first genes was due to several factors, partly because
considerable information was already known from the study of the protein sequence of
haemoglobins, because reticulocytes were a good source of relatively pure globin mRNA, and
finally the globin genes were very small in size making them very suitable candidates for use in the
newly developed methods of recombinant DNA technology [33]. Consequently they have been
used as a prototype in the development of most new molecular techniques of mutation diagnosis,
and there is now a multitude of PCR-based techniques that are or have been used to detect globin
gene mutations, including dot blot analysis, reverse dot blot analysis, the amplification refractory
mutation system (ARMS), denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis (DGGE), mutagenically
separated polymerase chain reaction, gap-PCR, restriction endonuclease (RE) analysis, real-time
PCR, Sanger sequencing, pyrosequencing, multiplex ligation-dependent probe amplification (MLPA)
and gene array systems [34, 35]. The main molecular diagnostic approaches in common current
use for the haemoglobinopathies are summarized in Table 1.
Past Techniques
The discovery that -thalassaemia was caused by a deletion of the alpha globin genes was
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made by cDNA/DNA hybridisation studies in 1974, and this enabled the first prenatal diagnosis of
a genetic disease (homozygous alpha zero thalassaemia) to be carried out in 1976 using fetal DNA
from cultured amniotic fluid cells [36]. However this approach was quickly superseded by
Southern blotting and restriction enzyme mapping, which led to the discovery of all the common
alpha plus and zero thalassaemia deletion alleles. Using radioactive DNA probes, the homozygous
conditions for the three common alpha zero thalassaemia deletion alleles were diagnosed at the
DNA level by the absence of normal alpha globin gene sequences, and the carrier states diagnosed
by the presence of characteristic abnormal zeta gene fragments. This approach was the standard
diagnostic method for ten years until the development of gap-PCR.
Table 1 The principal DNA analysis methods currently used for the diagnosis of
haemoglobinopathies.
Globin gene disorder
o-thalassaemia
+-thalassaemia (deletional)
+-thalassaemia (non-deletional)
-thalassaemia (deletional)
-thalassaemia (non-deletional)
-thalassaemia
-thalassaemia
-thalassaemia
HPFH (deletional)
HPFH (non-deletional)
All Hb variants
Hb S
Hb C
Hb E
Hb D-Punjab
Hb O-Arab
Hb Lepore

Diagnostic methods
Gap-PCR, MLPA
Gap-PCR, MLPA
Sequencing, ASO, RE-PCR, pyrosequencing
Gap-PCR, MLPA
Sequencing, ASO, RDB, ARMS, RE-PCR, DGGE, RT-PCR
Sequencing
Gap-PCR, MLPA
MLPA
Gap-PCR, MLPA
Sequencing, ASO, RE-PCR, pyrosequencing
Sequencing
ASO, RDB, ARMS, RE-PCR, pyrosequencing
ASO, RDB, ARMS, pyrosequencing
ASO, RDB, ARMS, RE-PCR, pyrosequencing
ASO, RDB, ARMS, RE-PCR, Sequencing
ASO, ARMS, RE-PCR, Sequencing
Gap-PCR, MLPA

Current Techniques
Gap-PCR. The technique of multiplex gap-PCR is widely applied as a reliable diagnostic test for
the common +-thalassaemia and o-thalassaemia deletion mutations, but careful application for
prenatal diagnosis has been shown necessary due to the possibility of misdiagnosis caused by
allele-drop out [37]. The o-thalassaemia deletions that are routinely diagnosed by gap-PCR in
most laboratories are: the --SEA allele, found in Southeast Asian individuals; the --MED and -()20.5
alleles found in Mediterranean individuals; the --FIL allele, found in Filipino individuals and finally
the --THAI allele, found in Thai individuals. The two +-thalassaemia deletion mutations routinely
diagnosed are 3.7 kb (-3.7) and the 4.2 kb (-4.2) single-gene deletion mutations, [38-42]. GapPCR can also be used to define the exact breakpoints of novel -thalassaemia deletion mutations,
as illustrated by the mapping of a novel 6.3kb +-thalassaemia deletion in a Chinese carrier [43].
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MLPA. The majority of the less common o and +-thalassaemia mutations cannot be
diagnosed by gap-PCR because their breakpoint sequences have never been determined. Instead
these deletion mutations are diagnosed by the multiplex ligation-dependent probe amplification
assay (MLPA) [44]. This approach is very useful as it permits the identification of the presence of
any -thalassaemia deletion (known and unknown) in a single test [45]. The technique is also used
to diagnose triple and quadrupleglobin gene alleles [46]. Unlike gap-PCR, the MLPA technique
does not define the exact breakpoints of a deletion and thus does not provide a definitive
identification of a deletion mutation, only a “consistent with diagnosis in carrier diagnosis”;
however a definitive identification is not usually required for prenatal diagnosis.
Other Approaches. Other approaches have also been developed to provide quick simple, rapid,
accurate and cost effective methods of screening for the deletion mutations. These include the
use of real-time quantitative PCR analysis for the Southeast Asian o-thalassaemia deletion in
Taiwan [47], real-time gap-PCR and high resolution melting analysis for the Southeast Asian othalassaemia deletion [48], denaturing HPLC for the diagnosis the 4.2 kb +-thalassaemia deletion
gene in Chinese individuals [49], and the use of an oligonucleotide microarray to detect the
Southeast Asian o-thalassaemia deletion and the 3.7kb and 4.2kb +-thalassaemia deletions [50,
51].
The most widely used approach for the diagnosis of non-deletional +-thalassaemia, (a term
describing the point mutations, small deletions or insertions in one of the two -globin genes), is
the selective amplification of each -globin gene followed by analysis of the PCR product. For the
screening of unknown mutations, DNA sequence analysis is the gold standard method [52]. For the
diagnosis of known mutations, many other methods have been applied, such as restriction enzyme
digestion of amplified product (RE-PCR), reverse dot-blotting, the amplification refractory
mutation system (ARMS-PCR) and pyrosequencing. RE-PCR has been used for the diagnosis of the
mutation for Hb Constant Spring mutation [53] and also the 2 gene mutations: initiation codon
(ATGACG) [HBA2:c.2T>C] and the IVS1 donor site 5 base pair deletion (-TGAGG)
[HBA2:c.95+2_95+6delTGAGG]. Reverse dot blotting has been applied for diagnosing six
Mediterranean +-thalassaemia point mutations [54], and the amplification refractory mutation
system (ARMS) for diagnosing six common Southeast Asian point mutations [55]. In theory any
general technique for the direct detection of point mutations such as allele-specific
oligonucleotide hybridisation or allele specific priming may be used for the diagnosis of nondeletion +-thalassaemia mutations. However such strategies have been developed for just a
limited range of non-deletion mutations that are found predominantly in a single ethnic group.
The closest approach to a comprehensive screening system is the development of a commercially
available strip assay using reverse hybridisation to detect two point mutations in the 1-gene and
eleven point mutations in the 2-gene [56].
The techniques and diagnostic strategy used to identify-thalassaemia mutations is largely
dependent on the spectrum of mutations observed in the target population. Molecular diagnosis
in a multiethnic population usually requires a strategy involving all three current techniques of
gap-PCR, MLPA and -globin gene sequencing [57].
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Latest Developments
aCGH. Array comparative genomic hybridization (aCGH) technology is now a proven method for
the detailed characterization of rearrangements in the globin gene cluster. Originally developed as
a research tool for investigating genomic imbalances in cancer, aCGH has since been used
routinely in the genetic diagnostics of copy number variation in a wide variety of disease genes
and gene loci [58-61]. Several publications have highlighted the advantages of this technique for
detecting Copy Number Variations (CNVs) over traditional cytogenetic methods. For the
identification of gain or loss of copy numbers from the DNA of a patient a comparative cohybridization of a differentially fluorophore labelled patient and normal control DNA to the same
array is performed. The average ratio between the two fluorescent signals for each probe
indicates the gain or loss of the patient’s copy number, and if neighbouring probes are involved
this is representative for the presence of a deletion or a duplication of part of a gene or genomic
region. Therefore the resolution of array CGH is determined by the physical distance between
neighbouring probes and the density of probe coverage over the genomic region of interest.
Considerable improvement of the resolution in using aCGH for the detailed analysis of
rearrangements was achieved by reducing the probe spacing from 100 to 20 bp or less and
extending the oligonucleotide probes to a length up to 60-80 nt, creating an overlap between
probes and thus covering the region of interest as ‘tiles on a roof’ [60, 61].
Compared to MLPA, array CGH has an increased resolution allowing more accurate breakpoint
mapping. However, to characterize the breakpoints of deletions or duplications at the sequence
level, the design of oligonucleotide primers in the breakpoint region as close as possible to the
breakpoint is still mandatory for PCR and the subsequent sequencing of the breakpoint fragment.
Sometimes the selected primers are unsuccessful in amplifying a fragment across the breakpoint
because of the involvement of large repetitive elements or inversions/translocations. Array CGH is
not able to distinguish these rearrangements and probe design is mainly limited to locus specific
unique sequences as repetitive elements may generate non-specific signals. Several publications
have shown that aCGH is a useful tool in the characterization of deletion breakpoints in the alphaglobin gene cluster [60-64].
NGS. Next generation sequencing (NGS) has the potential to identify deletions, inversions and
translocations and sequence the breakpoints in a single experiment and the technology is
nowadays embedded in most genetic laboratories [65]. It is becoming increasingly important for
the mutation detection of small DNA sequence changes, mainly because of the relatively short
sequence reads, but to a lesser extent for the detection of large deletions or duplications. The
enrichment for the target area where deletion/duplication breakpoints are expected increases the
success of NGS in determining breakpoint sequences. Besides Whole-Genome Sequencing (WGS),
which is still quite costly, target specific bait-capturing RNA probes are used to enrich for possible
DNA fragments across the breakpoint to diminish the part of the genome to be sequenced. The
major problem for applying NGS in the diagnostic setting is that the bioinformatics of processing
sequence reads is still manual and time-consuming. Efforts are being made in developing
specialized bioinformatics tools to reach sufficient reading depth and coverage, to recognition
discordant sequence reads as deletion/duplication or inversions and to streamline and automate
the bioinformatics approach [66].
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Genomic DNA is mechanically sheared into smaller fragments of approximately 500 bp, adapter
ligated and subsequently hybridised to specific biotinylated RNA baits complementary to unique
sequences in the globin clusters. Using streptavidin coated beads a mini-library consisting almost
entirely of DNA fragments of the selected globin gene regions is sequenced on MiSeq or HiSeq
after amplifying each molecule by using primers complementary to the adapter sequences. By
adding patient specific unique sequence tags to the adapter sequence, analysis of more patient
samples by pooling is possible. As both strands of each captured DNA fragment is sequenced in
opposite direction, dedicated computer software has been developed to align breakpoint
spanning sequences to the reference sequence and recognize so-called ‘split reads’ which appear
in the alignment process of single reads from either the 5’part or 3’part of the breakpoint. By
investigating the direction and location of the split-reads deletion as well as duplication and
inversion breakpoints can be identified and characterised to the base pair level. Examples of the
rearrangement breakpoints in the alpha-globin gene cluster, solved by NGS are presented in
literature recently [67, 68].
NGS has not been adopted as a single technology to diagnose all haemoglobinopathy cases.
One of the pitfalls for the alpha-globin gene cluster are the numerous repetitive sequences such as
the Alu-repeats, for which no specific RNA bait capture probes can be designed. Also the highly
homologous HBA1 and HBA2 paralogs, embedded in duplicated stretches of DNA sequence
complicate the alignment to the reference sequence. This currently limits the use NGS for the
detection of point mutations in the alpha-globin genes until the sequence chemistry allows for
longer reads across the region of homology, thus assigning the phase of the mutation to either the
alpha2 or alpha1-globin (HBA2 or HBA1) gene correctly [66].
β-Thalassaemia: Molecular Diagnostic Techniques
Although more than 170 different -thalassaemia mutations have been characterised [2], only
approximately 30 mutations are found at a frequency of 1% or greater in at-risk populations. Most
mutations are regionally specific and the spectrum of mutations has now been determined for
almost all the at-risk populations in each of the four regionally specific areas (Mediterranean
countries, Asian-Indian countries, Southeast Asia and sub-Saharan Africa) [69], making it easy to
successfully screen for -thalassaemia mutations in most cases if the ethnic origin of the patient is
known. The diagnostic strategy in many diagnostic laboratories screening for a limited mutation
spectrum is to a use a simple and cheap PCR based technique that allows the detection of the
common mutations simultaneously [70]. Although a bewildering variety of PCR technologies have
been developed and applied for screening-globin gene point mutations, most diagnostic
laboratories are still using a simple and cheap technique based on allele-specific oligonucleotide
(ASO) hybridisation or allele-specific priming, eg reverse dot-blotting or ARMS [10]. This approach
will identify the mutation in more than 90% of cases and then a further screening for the known
rare mutations will identify the defect in most of the remaining cases. Mutations remaining
unidentified after this second screening are treated as unknown mutations and then characterised
by DNA sequencing.
However, in many European laboratories, the impact of migration by different populations with
high frequencies of haemoglobinopathies has led to a significantly enlarged range of mutations
that need to be screened for in -thalassaemia carriers, and has necessitated the implementation
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of a more comprehensive and simpler screening strategy using DNA sequencing as the main
screening method in order to detect a large variety of both common and rare mutations quickly
for a prenatal diagnosis is required [71].
Past Techniques
Before the development of PCR, -thalassaemia mutations were diagnosed by Southern
blotting and restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) analysis, with the first prenatal
diagnosis being reported by the linkage of a specific Sardinian -thalassaemia mutation to a Bam
HI polymorphism in 1980 [72]. As more RFLPS were discovered within the beta globin gene cluster
it was discovered that the RFLPS were in linkage disequilibrium and only a limited number of all
the possible combinations of linked RFLPs (haplotypes) existed [73]. This enabled the prenatal
diagnosis of any -thalassaemia mutation by linkage analysis if family studies were possible and
the -thalassaemia alleles were associated with a different haplotype to that of the normal alleles
[74]. Direct detection of mutations by Southern blotting only became possible following the
development of synthetic allele-specific oligonucleotide (ASO) probes [75]. This new technique for
the detection and characterization of known -thalassaemia mutations provided a useful addition
to the armoury of Southern blotting techniques, but for only a short time until Southern blotting
was replaced by PCR. However the first PCR technique that gained widespread use for the
diagnosis of -thalassaemia mutations was the approach known as dot-blotting, which also
utilised radioactive ASO probes [76]. However the usefulness of screening amplified DNA fixed to a
nylon membrane was limited by the need for separate hybridisation steps to test for multiple
mutations, and the approach was quickly superseded by the development of the reverse dotblotting technique, in which the mutation specific probes are fixed to a nylon strip [77].
Current Techniques
RDB. Reverse dot-blotting (RDB) was the first-PCR method to gain widespread use and is still
used in some labs today. This technique is compatible with the optimum strategy for screening
using a two-step hybridisation procedure using a primer panel for common -thalassaemia
mutations, followed by one for the rare mutations, and has been applied to the diagnosis of thalassaemia mutations in Mediterranean individuals [78], African-Americans [79] and Thais [80].
The technique is one of the few methods that been developed commercially with some success
for the diagnosis of globin gene mutations. Vienna Lab has marketed globin strip assays using
allele-specific oligonucleotide probes which reverse-hybridise to biotinylated DNA and which are
currently used in several diagnostic laboratories. The assays cover 21 -thalassaemia mutations
and 22-thalassaemia mutations, the latter optimised in separate strips for the detection of the
common Mediterranean, Middle Eastern and Indian/Southeast Asian mutations.
Oligonucleotide microarrays. The principle of reverse dot blotting has been brought up to date
by the development of oligonucleotide microarrays for the simultaneous detection of multiple thalassaemia mutations. This approach promises a one-step strategy for the identification of all
possible -globin gene mutations that result in both -thalassaemia and -chain variants [81].
Several groups have now published details of a DNA chip platform which has been used to
genotype -thalassaemia carriers and patients [82]. The approach of tagged single-based
extension and hybridisation to glass or flow-through arrays has been developed for the detection
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of 17 -globin mutations [83] and a similar approach of arrayed primer extension has been used to
detect 23 mutations [84]. Bead-based suspension array technology has been shown to be capable
of detecting simultaneously 3 deletions of α-thalassaemia, 3 point mutations of α-thalassaemia,
and 17 point mutations of β-thalassaemia in Chinese carriers in a single assay [85]. However the
development of single array that will identify any one of the several thousand possible DNA
sequence changes in the -globin gene simultaneously is still awaited and may not be a feasible
screening option in the low resource setting of some countries.
Primer-specific Amplification. A number of PCR techniques for detecting-thalassaemia
mutations have been developed based on the principle of primer-specific amplification, but the
most widely used method still in current usage is known as the amplification refractory mutation
system (ARMS) [86]. ARMS primers have been developed to screen for the common thalassaemia mutations found in all the main ethnic groups [87], and have been multiplexed to
screen for multiple mutations in a single PCR assa [88]. The method provides a quick screening
assay that is cheap and does not require high technology or dedicated instruments and remains
useful for both mutation screening and prenatal diagnosis [89].
Other Methods. Other methods for diagnosing point mutations: Denaturing gradient gel
electrophoresis (DGGE) is an indirect method which has been widely used to characterise thalassaemia mutations without any prior knowledge of the molecular defect [90]. DGGE has been
used for prenatal diagnosis of -thalassaemia in India [91] and Greece [92], and remains a useful
approach in low resourced countries for screening of mutations [93]. Restriction enzyme PCR (REPCR) has only a limited diagnostic role because very few -thalassaemia mutations create or
abolish a restriction endonuclease site, although its use has been widened by the technique of
artificially creating a restriction enzyme site which includes the target mutation [94]. The main use
of RE-PCR has been for the analysis of -globin gene haplotypes to determine the origin of globin
gene mutations in different ethnic groups [95].
Many other techniques have been applied for the diagnosis of known -globin gene point
mutations. Denaturing high performance liquid chromatography (DHPLC) has been used for the
analysis of polymorphic duplexes created by allele-specific priming [96], the analysis of five
common Southeast Asian mutations by multiplex minisequencing [97], multiplex primer extension
analysis for 10 Taiwanese mutations [98] and the most common Chinese mutations [99], and the
screening for 11 commonest Greek mutations [100]. Real-time PCR quantification and melting
curve analysis have been used to provide rapid genotyping for a panel of the most frequent
Mediterranean mutations [101] and six Lebanese mutations [102]. All provide rapid and accurate
genotyping of the common mutations and are in current use as alternative diagnostic approaches
for point mutations.
Gap-PCR and MLPA. The current diagnostic strategy to identify large 0-thalassaemia deletion
alleles is the same as that for the 0-thalassaemia deletion alleles – a combination of gap-PCR and
MLPA. For a definitive diagnosis by gap-PCR, the deletion breakpoint sequence primers have been
identified and published for the 290bp, 532bp, 619bp, 1393bp, 1605bp, 3.5kb, 10.3kb and 45kb
0-thalassaemia deletion alleles, plus Hb Lepore [21].
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Latest Developments
NGS. The majority of beta-thalassaemia defects are caused by point mutations in the betaglobin gene and thus can potentially be diagnosed using custom panes for sequencing the globin
gene coding regions. Custom panels for the next generation sequencing of coding regions were
designed to improve the diagnosis of idiopathic erythrocytosis or congenital haemolytic anaemia
using an Ion Torrent Personal Genome Machine (Ion Torrent PGM, Thermo Fisher Scientific, S.L.)
[103, 104]. Gene panels were selected encompassing only the exonic regions or also exon-intron
boundaries, intronic regions known to contain point mutations and 3’and 5’untranslated regions
of those genes known or expected to be involved in the disease phenotype. Idiopathic
erythrocytosis is a rare disorder which occasionally involves mutations in the globin genes to give
rise to high oxygen affinity Hb variants. The targeted NGS sequencing panel encompassed 21
genes amongst which the HBA1, HBA2 and HBB genes, and detected four different mutations
coding for variants of the beta-globin chain associated with erythrocytosis, the Hb York, Hb Little
Rock, Hb San Diego and Hb Potomac [103].
An NGS panel of 40 genes known to be involved in the pathogenesis of Congenital Haemolytic
Anemia, one of which was the beta-globin gene were selected for amplification to include exons,
exon-intron boundaries, intronic regions known to contain point mutations and 3’and
5’untranslated regions, amongst which the HBB gene (beta-globin gene). After library preparation
by multiplex PCR, followed by ligation of bar coded adapters and purification, single molecules
were clonally amplified and sequenced using Ion Hi-Q sequencing chemistry on the Ion Torrent
PGM. The panel was tested to identify the mutations for both Hb variants and intronic variations
causing beta-thalassaemia, such as HBB:c.315G>C (Hb D Punjab), HBB:c.93-21G>A (IVS1-110G>A)
and HBB:c.92+6T>C (IVS1-2T>C) [104].
A dedicated NGS assay (using the Ion Torrent PGM) has been designed for the detection of
beta-globin mutations only [105]. The assay covered the complete beta-globin gene, including the
5’promoter region, complete exons and introns and the 3’UTR, except for a small intronic region
known to be deprived of mutations. The aim was to test the feasibility of NGS using the Ion
Torrent platform to screen large cohorts of carriers simultaneously. Approximately 300 carriers
and patients were screened reliably in three runs of 90 minutes each, and a coverage of over 400x,
which suggests that with the increase of bar coded adapters up to 300 patients could be analysed
in a single run reducing running costs considerably [105].
NGS is also used to map breakpoints of deletions in the beta-globin gene cluster, and has
allowed the discovery of the first beta-globin gene duplication ever in a female Hb S carrier with a
reduced Hb S percentage (14%) [67]. Enrichment of the target region using RNA baits followed by
sequencing on the Illumina MiSeq, and interpretation of split-reads lead to the identification of a
147.5 kb duplication containing two beta-genes, one of which carried the Hb S mutation. A second
case of beta-gene duplication was reported by Reading et al. and was discovered by MLPA analysis
[106].
-Thalassaemia, HPFH and-Thalassaemia
Past Techniques. The -thalassaemia, -Thalassaemia, HPFH, and Hb Kenya deletion
mutations were characterised first by Southern blotting and restriction enzyme mapping, and
were identified by characteristic abnormal DNA fragments that spanned the breakpoints of the
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deletion mutation. This time-consuming technique remained the only molecular diagnostic
approach until gap-PCR and then MLPA were introduced.
Current Techniques. Both gap-PCR and MLPA are now used routinely for a molecular diagnosis.
As with the other types of thalassaemia deletion alleles, gap-PCR requires a knowledge of the
deletion breakpoint sequences, which still remain unknown for some -thalassaemia alleles.
Most of the common -thalassaemia and HPFH alleles, including Hb Kenya, can be diagnosed by
gap-PCR, and some novel ones have had gap-PCR primers developed for a quick diagnosis
following mapping by MLPA, such as a 163kb Italian ()0 deletion [107]. Gap-PCR provides a
quick and simple genotype screening method for distinguishing the phenotype of HPFH trait from
-thalassaemia trait in Asian Indian, African and Mediterranean individuals with raised Hb F
levels [108]. MLPA is used to detect rare or novel deletion alleles, but has also proved a useful but
expensive first line screening method, especially for defining the spectrum and frequency of
globin gene cluster deletion mutations in a particular population, as has been demonstrated for
the UK and Chinese populations [109, 110].
Hb Variants
Past Techniques. The major discovery that sickle cell gene in West Africans existed in linkage
disequilibrium to a Hpa 1 RFLP [111] enabled the first ever prenatal diagnosis to be achieved by
Southern blotting and linkage analysis in 1978 [112] and pioneered the way forward for diagnosing
by linkage analysis other inherited genetic disorders for which the genes and mutations were
unknown at the time, such as haemophilia, Duchenne muscular dystrophy and cystic fibrosis [33].
Then soon after, it was discovered that the sickle cell mutation could be diagnosed directly by
digestion with restriction enzyme Dde 1 [113] and since then, detection of the sickle cell mutation
has played a central role in the validation of many new molecular diagnostic techniques as they
were developed.
Current Techniques. Positive identification of an unkown Hb variant is currently achieved by
selective globin gene amplification and Sanger DNA sequencing. However the clinically important
Hb variants that are screened for in prevention programmes (Hb S, Hb C, Hb E, Hb D-Punjab and
Hb O-Arab) are confirmed by many different simpler PCR-based diagnostic techniques in most
haemoglobinopathy molecular diagnostic laboratories, eg ASO hybridisation, ARMS-PCR, RE-PCR
[21].
Future Techniques. The clinical application of modern mass spectrometers to identify the
amino acid substitution in haemoglobin variants is a growing field of interest. It is now being used
by some laboratories in the UK neonatal screening programme as an alternative method to HPLC
and IEF to screen for Hb S [114] and also to identify unknown Hb variants [115].
Prenatal Diagnosis by Fetal DNA Analysis
Fetal DNA analysis is performed when a couple, both carrier of haemoglobinopathy and at risk
of having a severely affected child, undergo counselling and prenatal diagnosis. There are three
procedures for fetal sampling, including chorionic villus sampling (CVS) in the first trimester of
pregnancy, amniocentesis from the 15th week of gestation and fetal blood sampling usually after
18-20 weeks.
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Past Techniques
Prenatal diagnosis (PND) was first achieved in 1974 by the study of globin chain synthesis in
fetal blood, following the development of the technique of fetal blood sampling. This approach
was applied for all of the haemoglobinopathies and proved very successful [116]. However, it had
the disadvantage of not being possible until the 18th week of pregnancy, which meant a long wait
for the mother and, if indicated, a relatively difficult elective abortion. Once the common
thalassaemia mutations were characterized, globin chain synthesis was universally replaced by
fetal DNA analysis, originally developed using amniotic fluid DNA to avoid the small but higher risk
of fetal loss associated with fetal blood sampling. However, as amniocentesis is a second trimester
procedure, most diagnostic centres switched quickly to the first-trimester procedure of chorionic
villus sampling (CVS) soon after chorionic villus samples were shown to be a better source of fetal
DNA for molecular analysis [117].
Current Techniques
The DNA isolated from chorionic villi provides sufficient amounts of high quality to perform
prenatal DNA analysis with most of the procedures described previously. The risk of maternal
contamination is low as microscopic dissection allows the removal of contaminating maternal
deciduas before DNA extraction. With amniocentesis the DNA yield might be limited due to a low
amount of cells, which sometimes requires culturing of the amniotic fluid cells for 10 to 14 days.
DNA analysis usually involves amplification of the relevant DNA fragment containing the mutation
previously determined in the parents with one of the methods described above [6]. However fetal
blood sampling has not entirely disappeared as a diagnostic approach, it permits biochemical
methods to be used for the analysis of fetal blood, for example, to detect Hb Bart’s hydrops fetalis
syndrome by the absence of Hb F on HPLC or CE.
The risk of fetal loss during the invasive prenatal diagnosis, the need for hospitalization and the
emotional and physical burden for the pregnant, has initiated a search for noninvasive approaches
to determine the fetal genotype. Since the discovery by Dennis Lo [118] that fetal DNA fragments
from the placenta can be found in the maternal circulation, steps have been taken to develop
strategies to target the presence of disease-causing mutations or SNP’s linked to the disease
phenotype of father in the maternal plasma.
Future Techniques
Noninvasive prenatal diagnosis is now available worldwide for fetal sex-determination in high
risk pregnancies of X-linked disorders, and for chromosomal aneuploidies like for chromosomes 13,
18 and 21 [118-120]. As far as monogenic disorders are concerned the most obvious application is
the detection of the paternally inherited autosomal dominant disease allele absent in the mother.
In recessive disorders, like thalassaemia or sickle cell disease, the presence of the paternal disease
allele doesn’t distinguish between an affected fetus and merely a carrier of the paternal allele,
making invasive testing still obligatory. However, the absence of the paternally inherited disease
allele when different to the maternal thalassaemia allele, identifies the fetus as not at risk of
having the disease, reducing the need of doing invasive testing to approximately half of the cases.
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Many methodologies have been described in literature to perform noninvasive tests in
maternal plasma, amongst which targeted massive parallel sequencing [121], exclusion of
maternal allele using wild type specific peptide-nucleic acid-mediated enriched PCR [122], COLDPCR and micro-array [123] as an enrichment method for the mutation carrying paternal alleles in
maternal circulation, APEX/thalassochip approach based on the detection of paternal SNPs [124126] and MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry [127]. However, translation into routine clinical practice
appeared difficult due to lack of sensitivity, low reproducibility, and sensitivity to contamination or
because procedures appear to be too labour intensive [120].
Much progress has been made by developing single molecule analysis technologies to count the
individual molecules carrying the mutation or SNPs linked to the disease gene, allowing the
determination of the relative mutation dosage (RMD) or relative haplotype dosage (RHDO)
respectively. This is a powerful tool not only to determine the paternal contribution to the fetal
genotype, but even the maternally inherited mutation to elucidate the fetal mutation status [119].
The relative mutation dosage approach (RMD) makes use of digital PCR (dPCR) and massive
parallel sequencing (MPS) counting the single molecular fragments containing the mutation or
wildtype sequence from maternal plasma DNA. Slight quantitative alterations are identified of the
relative proportions of the wild-type and mutant alleles due to the inheritance of paternal or
maternal alleles in addition to the fetal alleles. The rationale lies in the fact that a non-pregnant
carrier has a 1:1 ratio of mutant and wildtype allele, however, during pregnancy the relative allele
dosage alters due to fetal DNA released in maternal circulation. In the case of a homozygote fetus,
the relative dosage would be skewed towards the mutant side, while in the case of a heterozygote
fetus the ratio would remain unaltered. Conversely, if the fetus would be normal, the relative
dosage is skewed towards the wildtype allele. This methodology has been applied successfully to a
case of beta-thalassaemia and a case of sickle cell anaemia [128, 129].
The relative haplotype dosage approach (RHDO) measures the balance of maternal haplotypes,
similar to the RMD approach, but is applicable to virtually any monogenic disorder. The
identification of multiple SNPs assigned to a haplotype makes this approach more robust and as it
is no longer limited to the detection of the disease causing mutation itself it can also be used to
detect the paternal wildtype allele in maternal circulation to exclude fetal inheritance of the
disease causing paternal haplotype.
The single molecule counting by MPS and dPCR is currently considered to be the most robust
approach to assess the fetal mutation in maternal plasma [119] RMD and RHDO are the most
suitable strategies to determine the fetal inheritance of maternal alleles, and the choice of the one
or the other depends on the situation. If the mutations in both parents are known, and haplotype
information is lacking the RMD approach is the most straightforward, simple and cost effective
method. However, each mutation requires optimization. If on the other hand haplotype
information is available then RHDO is a more generic approach with a fixed amount of SNPs
forming the haplotype, but is dependent on the informative status of the SNPs present in the
paternal alleles being absent in mother. The latter approach will benefit from methods in which a
haplotype can be determined instantly [130, 131].
Another possible new prenatal diagnosis procedure is DNA analysis of fetal DNA from celomic
fluid obtained by colocententesis at 7-9 weeks of gestation after selecting embryo-fetal cells based
on their morphology or the use of anti-CD71 MicroBeads. A trial procedure showed concordance
between DNA obtained from celomic fluid samples and fetal or newborn DNA in all 302 cases
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despite maternal contamination of greater thand 60% in approximately 14% of cases [132]. This
development provides the opportunity for the use of celocentesis for the early prenatal diagnosis
of the haemoglobinopathies [133].
Conclusion
The haematological and molecular techniques used for carrier screening and prevention have
evolved considerably since the early pioneering days of the Mediterranean countries setting up
programmes for the control of-thalassaemia and the UK setting up an ad hoc programme of first
trimester diagnosis of beta thalassaemia and sickle cell disease in 1982. National antenatal and
neonatal screening programmes are now well established in many endemic countries and also in
some no-endemic countries because of the growing incidence of immigrant carriers. The
widespread adoption of HPLC has much improved the accuracy of screening through more
accurate measurement of Hb A2 and Hb F, especially in developing countries with cost pressures
such as India. Newer techniques such as capillary electrophoresis have improved the screening for
Hb variants. Numerous PCR-based techniques are now used for the molecular diagnosis of carrier
mutations, each with their own advantages and disadvantages, and enabling laboratories to
choose the ones that meet the needs of their diagnostic mutation repertoire and budget. As
carriers are often found to have complex mixture of both alpha and beta globin genotypes which
can interact to produce atypical phenotypes, interpretation of the haematological findings and Hb
pattern analysis currently plays a key role in the interpretation of the DNA analysis results, by
which ever PCR-based method they are generated. In the future, carrier screening by simply
sequencing the whole alpha and beta globin gene clusters by next generation sequencing sounds
an attractive route to make a diagnosis, as no sequence change should be missed, but the
haematology and Hb pattern analysis data will still be needed to be taken into consideration and
interpreted together with the sequencing data in order to understand the significance of any
observed DNA sequence change from normal. A recently published paper has shown that carrier
screening by NGS cab be a competitive screening method to haematological screening methods in
populations with a high prevalence of haemoglobinopathies in terms of carrier states detected,
but concluded that a correct genetic diagnosis could only be given if the NGS results are
interpreted by health-care workers and counsellors properly trained in globin gene genetics and
all its clinical manifestations [134].
Currently, most haemoglobinopathy diagnostic laboratories still use in-house protocols for DNA
analysis as, probably due to the complexity and heterogeneity of the haemoglobinopathies, few
commercial kits for globin gene mutation analysis have been successfully developed and marketed.
Similarly, dedicated fully enclosed systems of PCR-based mutation analysis, such as the analysers
developed for genotyping red blood cell group antigens, have never materialised. Many of these
of PCR techniques will be superseded and replaced in the future by new developments such as
next generation sequencing, but the cheapness and simplicity of some of the current techniques
will probably ensure their continued use in many diagnostic laboratories worldwide for many
years.
Although a lot of the current effort with next generation sequencing technology is being put
into target enrichment and disease gene panels, these are just extra steps in improving a
diagnostic approach which limits us to small bits of the genome. For the future, the technological
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way forward in genetic diagnosis is clearly the development of a quick and cheap one-fits-all
molecular diagnosis which covers the whole genome sequence of the patient. The software
problems are probably greater than the technological ones, for example how to store the patient’s
genome data somewhere in digital-space that is protected against viral attacks, and how to
develop software that can interpret the NGS-data in an algorithm that asks the right questions. For
the haemoglobinopathies, this would have to take into account the patient’s haematological data
and Hb separation patterns by HPLC or CE in addition to all of our current knowledge of
thalassaemia and Hb variant mutations with their phenotypes.
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